
REZERTIF1ED+ is an Original New Product 
that has never been used and may still be 
in a retail box. The product comes with a 
pre-installed Microsoft Windows 10 Pro. 
The original manufacturer warranty may 
also be included. 

REZERTIF1ED is an Original Almost New 
Product. It is suitable for customers 
who have high standard over the visual 
apearance of the product. The product 
comes with a pre-installed Microsoft 
Windows 10 Pro. 

T1A is the Market Leading Refurbished 
Product. It is suitable for professional 
office usage and especially for 
companies and users seeking a more 
sustainable IT profile. This product is 
pre-installed with Microsoft Windows 
10 Pro. This product has only a few 
cosmetic signs of usage.

BARGA1N+ is a Regular Refurbished 
Product suitable for start-up companies, 
schools and public use such as libraries. 
This product is pre-installed with 
Microsoft Windows 10 Pro. This product 
is used but in a condition that is satisfying 
to most people. 

Like our other product lines, 
BARGA1N is subject to an ISO certified 
refurbishment process. This product 
is suitable for home use, kids and 
craftsmen, rough environments where 
it is physically exposed. The product is 
installed with a Microsoft Windows 10 
Home. This product is clearly used but 
fully functional.
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T1A Product Lines 

Your Benefits

Microsoft Authorized Refurbisher

High-Value for Money 
for premium quality 
refurbished products

Backed by 3 ISO 
Certifications: 9001, 
14001, 27001

Pre-installed with 
Microsoft Windows 10 

Customer satisfaction 
guarantee

2-Year standard 
warranty, extendable up 
to 4 years

CSR and WEEE 
compliance

T1A is a Microsoft Authorized Refurbisher. Each T1A 
refurbished device comes with a pre-installed genuine 
Microsoft Windows 10. This gives the customers the same 
out-of-the-box experience when turning their PC on as if 
they turned on a brand new machine. 


